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Repressions that have failed will of course have more claim
on our interest than those that may have been successful.
—Sigmund Freud, “Repression,” 1915

Let no lamenting cryes, nor doleful teares,
Be heard all night within nor yet without:
Ne let false whispers, breeding hidden feares,
Breake gentle sleepe with misconceived dout. . . .
—Edmund Spenser, Epithalamion, 1595

This essay hypothesizes the existence of a discourse of “hymeneal in-
stuction” as a significant although little noticed strand in the web of
early modern writings that attempted to educate men and women for
the institution of patriarchal marriage. This discourse, itself composed of nu-
erous textual strands, was overtly aimed at male readers but was highly
aware of and sometimes directly addressed to female readers as well. The dis-
course contributed obliquely to the large ideological project that Norbert Elias
perhaps ironically termed “the civilizing process.” Written in many vernacular
languages as well as in Latin, the texts comprising the archive of hymeneal
instruction often resemble, and even overlap with, the courtesy literature that
Elias examines in his well-known study, which explores ways in which mas-
culine behavior in various mainly Northern European sites was modified in
response to a number of factors including changing ideologies of femininity.
Elias is sometimes interested in defining masculinity in relation to a histori-
cally shifting conception of female will seen as a social problem—and as a social
force. Although the historian Laura Gowing has criticized Elias for offering a
“narrative of civilization that takes the male body as universal, as does much of
the courtesy literature which prescribed refinements of hygiene, manners, and
gesture,” Gowing’s generalization doesn’t quite do justice either to Elias’s argu-
ment or to the discourse of hymenai instruction.” I follow that line in Elias’s argument—a line extended and nuanced in more recent scholarship such as Alexandra Shepherd’s *The Meanings of Manhood*—which approaches masculinity as a set of discourses and (only partially recoverable) behaviors that must be analyzed in relation to other socially defined identities including femininity, life-stage, and status.

There has been valuable analytical work done recently on medical debates about the hymen across early modern Europe; scholars such as Marie Loughlin, Valerie Traub, and Elizabeth Bellamy have explored various facets of the hymen’s peculiar mode of insistent if ambiguous existence in the early modern English cultural imagination. Nonetheless, neither in these scholars’ work nor elsewhere (so far as I know) in the growing set of studies devoted to the gendered and humoral body in early modern England has there been sustained attention to the hymen as focus for an instructional discourse on what constitutes proper masculine and feminine behavior at the threshold of the marital relation. One reason for this lacuna may be that specifically educational discourse on the hymen appears most extensively in highly allegorized texts that we would now classify as literary.

The texts I identify as comprising an archive of hymenai instruction prescribe, proscribe, and question the behavior of historical and fictional bridegrooms and brides. The archive points to a deep cultural fascination with an invisible yet fetishized part of the female body that, like the more visible clitoris, was the subject of a strenuous medical debate that had profound implications for theological and political notions of hierarchy within and beyond the institution of marriage. Unlike the clitoris, however, the hymen engages directly with problems of evidence in the border territory between theological, scientific, political, and literary domains. Christian faith according to St. Paul is the “evidence of things not seen” (King James Version, Heb. 11:1); the same resonant phrase could apply to the hymen. It plays a central role in a long-duration set of textual traditions that contribute to, even as some of them attempt to critique, the quasi-religious phenomenon that Virginia Woolf calls “the fetish of chastity.”

The absence of either medical or theological certainty on even the existence of the hymen as a material phenomenon arguably enabled the speculative license characteristic of the literature of hymenai instruction; this literature dramatizes different possible meanings of the hymen, as a word, as a concept, and as an element in the rituals and legitimation of a much debated social institution. The literature of hymenai instruction articulates a variety of fears about consummating the heterosexual marital relationship and offers guidance about ways to navigate the new coupling.

Among the texts printed in English concerning hymenai instruction, one notable set exposes and seeks to manage concerns surrounding Queen Elizabeth’s position as the always-potential bride.” Indeed some texts of hymenai instruction imply or directly construct Elizabeth as a reader while also representing her in “mirrors more than one,” as Spenser puts at the beginning of his “Legend of Britomartis, or Of Chastity.” The queen’s imagined body was a magnet for the discourse of hymenai instruction, which repeatedly defines her as a pedagogical subject in need of education (usually by male tutor-writers) in the duties and supposed pleasures of marriage. In many texts in the archive identified here, and in ways productive of complex rhetorical and logical incongruities, she is cast both as a virginial pupil and as a political superior, a desired patron who helped to construct herself as a Petrarchan master-mistress of never-to-be-satisfied passion.

The discourses of hymenai instruction place value on delaying consummation (thus stressing courtship rather than force) without untying the ideological knot of psychological and social problems lurking in the transition, for two separate persons, into the alleged unity of marriage. In this respect, these discourses are part of a much larger textual field in both Latin and vernacular languages aimed at fashioning male and female subjects for the “discipline” of marriage. This larger field includes medical writings, legal commentaries on rape and on the evidentiary status of virginity tests for women and impotence tests in cases of divorce and annulment; theological writings on proper husbandly and wifely behavior; and conduct-book literature, particularly those chapters advising men on how to govern their wives.” The discourse of hymenai instruction as I am provisionally defining it here has two distinguishing features: advice to an imagined husband on the advantages of “gentle” behavior during the liminal night of marriage; and a thematic concern with limits, including the limits of male potency and, a related concern, the limits of what makes a “gentleman” in an era of competing views of what constitutes that social condition.” The concern with limits is often yoked to the articulation of epistemological doubts about marriage and defloration on the part of both female and male subjects.

The borders of this archive are necessarily porous; at certain points, the discourse of hymenai instruction bleeds into a genre that we might call (borrowing the title of an anonymously authored early seventeenth-century poem) “advice to [female] virgins.” In the discourse of hymenai instruction, bridegrooms star—but they always do so in relation to and sometimes in competition with brides presumed but not certainly known to be sexually pure.

Writers who undertook to give hymenai instruction to their readers in English include Edmund Spenser, William Shakespeare, John Fletcher, Ben Jonson,
Lady Mary Wroth, and John Milton; many others could be added to the list, and there may well be manuscript as well as printed materials in the archive I am positing here as an area for further research. Obsessed with the difficult subject of marital sex and, more particularly, with the threshold rites (and incipient “rights”) of the wedding night, the discourse of hymenial instruction considers the possibility that brides and grooms might have different, even competing, desires and needs. This notion, which undermined the legal concept of the wife as a being “covered” by and “one” with the husband, posed problems for theorists of domestic order and for the larger political polity that the patriarchal household was held to mirror. Signs of disorder, among them bloody “napkins,” dreams of snakes, and punning substitutions of “holes” for “wholes,” abound in works of hymenial instruction, which typically display a profound interest in questions of timing, in censorship or repression, and in the relation between truth (or truth claims) and what Spenser calls “misconceived dou[bt].”

Long associated both with marital processions leading to the door to a marital house and with the husband’s entrance into his bride’s virginal body, the word “hymen” is also a key term in the modern critical project known as deconstruction. The hymen fascinates Jacques Derrida because it conflates binary oppositions between inside and outside, between visible and invisible, between signer and referent, and between a noun and a “proper” noun or name. “[H]ymen,” as a signer, is already laden with cultural and epistemological complexities when it first comes into modern European vernaculars during the Renaissance—usually, as is the case in English, in a written form indistinguishable (that is, seemingly untranslated) from the Greek. In Shakespeare’s printed corpus, the word appears only in a capitalized form, evidently as a proper name denoting a torch-bearing pagan god presiding over marriages (for instance, the four couplets that conclude As You Like It); sometimes joined by Juno, the goddess of marriage. Hymen in Elizabethan literature typically ushers new husbands and wives across a threshold into a contained (but only semi-“private”) space that bears structural and symbolic resemblances both to figurations of the nation state as a castle or well-ordered house and to figurations of the English nation as an island “moated” or “walled” by the sea and protected from invasion as (in theory) the queen’s virginal body was.

As a quasi-divine figure who lent his names to marriage processions, songs, and cries (hymen, hymeniac), Hymen comes to signal a general marriage “bond” or (or a “band” of celebrants) in usages first recorded between 1590 and 1608; in a text from 1613, the word denotes “songs sung at marriages.”

The OED finds “hymen” first being used to denote an anatomical “part” of a virginal female body—the part supposedly ruptured, creating a bloody sign—in 1615, in a massive medical treatise by Helkiah Crooke that records early modern doctors and anatomists from various parts of Europe both affirming and denying the existence of a hymenal “membrane” while also attesting to its enormous cultural importance. But the OED’s date of 1615 cannot be taken as the starting point for English writers’ knowledge of the anatomical valence of the god Hymen’s name: Ben Jonson, for instance, in his masque of 1606, *Hymenaei*, wittily has the character Reason call on Hymen the god to “Come” and “make an inner ring,” and let the sacrificers sing: / Cheere vp the saine, and trembling Bride, / That quakes to touch her Bridesgrooms side.” In Jonson’s lines, Hymen as the god is moving toward hymen as a trope—a circular “inner” part for the mysterious whole of virginity, that w/ hole beckons to men to “come” toward a time and place of sacralized destruction about which “sac- ricificers sing.” As a name in an English play infused with learned allusions to Roman rituals, “Hymen” in Jonson’s lexicon clearly has a semantic range that overlaps with that of the older English word “maidennhead.”

That term, in late medieval usages, was often synonymous with “maidennhead” and could denote a general state of virginity, a state or condition that could be inhabited by a man (albeit usually a saintly one) as well as by a maid-en: in a text from 1300, for instance, St. John the Evangelist is described as having “lived in maiden-hede” (*OED* 1). By the sixteenth century, however, some literate male writers were stressing the “head” part of “maidennhead” in a way that insists on its status both as a physical object belonging specifically to women’s genital area and also, paradoxically, as a phenomenon strangely similar to another, more visible part of both male and female bodies: the head, the seat of reason and, in theo-political terms, the symbol of the king’s or husband’s rule over his subjects including his wife; help meet. In *Romeo and Juliet* (ca. 1592), Capulet’s servant Sampson, whose name reminds us of a biblical figure who lost his rational control (and his head-hair) to a wicked woman, boasts that he will “show himself a tyrant” and, having “fought with the men,” will be “civil with the maids—I will cut off their heads.” “The heads of the maids?” asks Sampson’s companion Gregory, and Sampson replies—comically underscoring the difficulty of dissociating literal and figurative meanings of “heads” in this verbal world—“Ay, the heads of the maids or their maidennheads. Take it in what sense thou wilt.” In a later play, *The Two Noble Kinsmen*—usually thought to have been composed by Shakespeare and Fletcher ca. 1613–14, and first published in 1634—maidenheads, like texts and theatrical performances, belong to a domain in which distinctions between heads and maidenheads, and “his” and “hers,” are highly unstable. The boundary between literal and figu-
rative senses is breached, moreover, in ways that challenge notions of time as linear and of the maidenhead as something "natural" like a flower, something that lives for a brief time before it is definitively undone:

New plays and maidenheads are near akin,
Much followed both, for both much money gi'en,
If they stand sound and well; and a good play—
Whose modest scenes blush on his marriage day
And shake to lose his honour—is like her
That after holy tie and first night's stir
Yet still is modesty, and still retains
More of the maid to sight than husband's pains (Prologue, 1–8)

As this passage suggests, the maid may still look like a maid even after the defloration supposedly occurs: interestingly, the play is personified as a male who loses "his" honor. The ambiguous genitive phrase "husband's pains" allows us to imagine both the husband's difficulties in penetrating the bride and her pains during the "first night's stir," which is now past and seems to have left no visible trace.

The hymen or maidenhead cannot be readily seen by lay persons or by the investigating eyes of midwives or male physicians; its empirical existence, whether as "seal" or as some kind of tight "folded" thing, has been doubted by many historical female subjects, by many medical authorities past and present, and also by many writers who dramatize the possibilities for making lost signs of virginity. Re-floration, this might be called, and the idea has a disturbingly long and multitudinous (and materially consequential) life: a Russian writer noted in 1936 that in her country have "recently started to provide a fairly simple operation" known as the "restoration of virginity." Among the early modern writers interested in re-floration effects are Spenser (as we shall see) and Thomas Middleton; the latter's character Beatrice-Joanna in The Changeling devises an ingenious way of passing the wedding night's virginity test after she has lost her maidenhead, "under duress, to the aptly named DeFlores." Even authorities who seem to believe firmly in the hymen's material existence have intermittently acknowledged that its absence or presence is almost as hard to prove—to doubters and unbelievers—as is the existence of God.

Doubts surround the term "hymen" in English texts whether it signifies the name of a foreign god or a "thin membrane"—the kind of membrane the Greeks saw in bat wings (hymen pteros) or in shattered pottery (hymen ostracons). Literate early modern readers could find the word "hymen" in ancient texts denoting not (as we might assume) a membranous "barrier" to the vagina but rather a particular type of tissue that surrounds many different bones and organs. In his History of Animals, Aristotle claims that "there are likewise membranes (hymen) in all animals with blood. The membrane is like a tight, fine skin, but it is of a different sort: it does not stretch or tear. Each of the bones and each of the visceral organs is surrounded by its hymen, in small animals as large, but in the small ones the hymens are not visible because they are extremely thin and fine." Aristotle, and after him Galen, discuss many membranes, visible and invisible, but neither ever mentions a hymen functioning as some kind of barrier to the woman's womb, though both theorists have quite a lot to say about female anatomy.

We must therefore exercise considerable skepticism in approaching the concept of a "histological" virgin and in making generalizations about what people in different past (or present) cultures thought or think about the concept of virginity, which is complexly marked, for post-Reformation anglophone readers, by medieval and later Christians' fascination with the figure of the Virgin Mary, and which continues in our own time to be a key notion in conservative Christian discourses educating the young about marriage: in Why the Hymen?, for instance, published in 1997, the author states that "[t]he hymen is a part of God's divine plan. He planned for a man to come unto his wife and establish a blood covenant." Contrast that authoritative teleological view with the equally authoritative-sounding one printed in multiple editions of Gray's Anatomy; that textbook first tells its readers that "they hymen has no established function." Given the lack of consensus in our own culture on the intertwined issues of what a hymen is and what it is for, it seems important to respect the partial and linguistically hybrid nature of the textual evidence on the topic of hymens in early modern culture; it is premature, at the least, to generalize about the hymen in (or out of) early modern English culture as one recent critic does when she asserts that "there is no positive evidence of the existence of a membrane that signified the closure or the untouchable female body before the mid-seventeenth century, and none of the classical medical authors ever mention it." What would "positive evidence" be, however, then or now? Marie Loughlin remarks on the "continued incultation in Western culture" of a "myth" of the hymen as a seal—a myth dismissed as "nonsense" by some modern U.S. doctors such as Ethel Shane in her often reprinted medical book for laywomen (Biology of Women). And what do we make of the fact that ancient writers do "mention" the hymen in ways that have led classicists to debate what structures of belief the textual signs may imply? Classicists indeed disagree about whether Greek notions of the virgin (parthenos) included a concept of a physical "maidenhead" at all. In an essay entitled "Maidenhood without Maid-
enhead” that was published in an important volume historicizing and expanding our knowledge of ancient writings on what we would now call sexuality. Giulia Sissa argues that “earlier Greek anatomy imagines defloration as the extension of a preexisting, but protected fissure, rather than removal of a closing device.” Anne Hanson, however, writing in the same provocatively entitled volume (*Before Sexuality*), disagrees with Sissa about Greek beliefs on female anatomy (which beliefs of course were not necessarily homogeneous); Hanson presents evidence for a belief held both by medical practitioners and by “ordinary” people that the uterus was (like) a jug or vessel sealed at one end by a hymeneal “stopper.”

Since the *Hippocratic Corpus*—a collection of anonymously written medical treatises from the last decades of the fifth century and the first decades of the fourth century B.C.E.—never mentions a hymeneal membrane in connection with descriptions of the female reproductive “parts,” both Sissa and Hanson must speculate from an evidentiary gap, or silence. Both scholars, moreover, end up relying, albeit for different argumentative ends, on an enigmatic passage—also in Greek, though written in Rome—decrying an “erroneous” belief in the hymen’s existence. This passage, written by a man named Soranus who lived in Rome toward the end of the first century B.C.E., goes as follows:

> The belief that there exists a slight membrane that occurs in the vagina and constitutes a transverse barrier, and that it is this that is torn either in painful deflorations or when the menstrual blood rushes out too quickly, and that this same membrane when it persists and thickens is the cause of the sickness called *atresia* [nonperforation]—all of these beliefs are erroneous.  

Empirical examination, according to Soranus, reveals no certain evidence of any membrane occurring naturally in every girl who has not yet been penetrated by a man: “In the first place,” writes Soranus, “this hymen is not revealed by dissection; in the second, there would have to be something in virgins to resist the probe. In fact, in every instance the probe goes right to the bottom.”[5] Soranus here anticipates the views of early modern physicians such as Ambroise Paré (1509–90) and Andreas Laurentius (1558–1609). Paré argued in the first part of his *Deux Livres de Chirurgie* that “vulgar” opinion erred in holding that all virgins should have “la dicte hymen, qui est la porte virginelle.”[6] In another treatise of 1573, *Des Monstres et Prodiges*, Paré argues that the fiction of the hymen is not only medically but juridically dangerous because “too credulous judges [might be] soon brought to commit an error” in cases based on alleged evidence about this membrane. It has, indeed, a status not unlike that of a pagan god appearing in a text produced in Reformation England: both the hymen and Hymen are ambiguously true and false, and hence highly subject to interpretive misuses.

For centuries, the hymen has been alleged to give “proof” of a virgin’s existence: from the early modern period to the present, however, the proof is riddled with doubt. The hymen may have been destroyed by the digital searches of those charged with finding it; or it may have been lost “innocently,” and in a way the female subject has forgotten; and/or it may never have existed (as an object available to “ocular proof”) at all. Both as a common noun and as a proper name, *Hymen* has generated epistemological uncertainty across time and space—uncertainty often married uneasily to claims to certainty. As Nina Philadelpho-Puren puts it in a thoughtful critique of several modern legal cases in which “the hymen functions to provide unambiguous knowledge about the sexual status of a woman,” the hymen has been repeatedly misrecognized as a self-evident and “material” phenomenon. In this critic’s view, and in mine, the hymen always “requires expert interpretation” to come into social existence. Like the condition of virginity to which the hymen points, it is arguably produced rather than revealed by shifting concatenations of “testimony, anatomical illustration and description, medical commentary, legal concepts of probability, rules of evidence, diagnostic techniques, codes of common-sense and [last but not least] literary narratives.”[7]

For an early modern illustration of this point, I return to Helkiah Crooke’s encyclopedic narrative, the *Microcosmographia*. Although he begins his chapter titled “The Membrane called Hymen and the Markes of Virginitie” by implying the existence of a medical consensus about the hymen, he immediately calls the consensus into doubt: “It hath been an old question,” he writes, “and continueth to this day, whether there be any certain markes or notes of virginitie in women and what they are. Almost all Physicians thinke that there is a certaine Membrane sometimes in the middest of the necke of the womb, sometime immediately after the Passage of the water, placed overthwart which they call Hymen. This membrane they say is perforated in the middest to give way to their courses [menstrual flow], and is broken or torn in their first accompanyng with Men.”[8] Though the phrasing allows for at least some medical authorities to condemn the girl who menstruates before marriage, the agent of that first “perforation” is left ambiguous; the hymen, it appears, is a mysterious entity that can be “first” “perforated” or “torn” more than once. Compounding the attentive reader’s perplexity, Crooke then cites three representative authorities, the first of whom (Fallopius) yields to the idea (exemplified by Jewish custom as recorded in the Hebrew Scriptures) that a girl’s “true virginitie” can be proved to have existed by the blood displayed after her hymen is broken; a second authority (Columbus) claims to have “seen” a hymen; and a third (Laurentius) searched “curiously” but fruitlessly for the hymens of “maydens” ranging in age (at death!) from premature infants to
seven-year-olds; the third authority, because he "could never find it," deemed the hymn "a meere fable.""

Long-durational doubts about the nature of both virginity and marriage surround the hymn both as a "thin membrane" and as the name of a non-Christian deity. Among the several thresholds the god Hymen crosses in different textual traditions is the generic one between tragedy and comedy. According to the ninth-century Byzantine writer Photius, who transmitted in his Bibliotheca an important discussion of the term hymen from the Chrestomathy of an earlier writer named Prokopios, there are at least three etymological interpretations of "hymen" and its related forms (hymenaios, hymenaen, and hymenaien)." Photius writes that

Prokopos says that the hymenaios was sung at weddings to give expression to the longing and the search for Hymenaios, the son of Tersikhore who is said to have disappeared on his wedding day. Others say that it is to honor Hymenaios of Athens, because (as he says) he once pursued a gang of thieves and took back some Attic girls that they had stolen. My own opinion (remember it is Prokopos speaking) is the following: hymenaios is an exclamation that looks forward to a life of happiness, and the marriage party joins in this way in the prayers of the couple, that they may find in marriage both companionship and tenderness. The prayer is in the Aesic dialect and so when they say to the couple hymenaios, it is as if they were wishing them a life together [hymenaiin] blessed with concord [homoiocoin], and that they remain inseparable."

This passage sets "hymen" in a rich web of potentially multilingual puns (including on the English and French word "hymn," a pun that fascinates Derrida). The passage also highlights two strikingly different versions of the life of the god Hymen. Taken together, these contrasting versions of the mortal/god's story epitomize marriage as a site of conflict or debate. Is marriage an occasion for joy and hope? Or is it (as it was obviously for many women fearing death in childbirth) a threshold-event occasion laden with trauma, an event that might inspire dread and lamentation in the heart of the prospective bride and that might cause anxiety too in the heart of the approaching husband? Hymen's stories encompass both attitudinal extremes and thus help construct marriage as a source for "misconceived doubt[s]," as Spenser put it, and of course also for educational discussion; historically, such discussion often proliferates when doubts are legion but need to be repressed or at the least, prudently censored. And the discussion may well emerge albeit obliquely in discursive sites such as the domain of "poetry" that Sidney and other early modern writers attempted to define and legitimate as a domain of useful (that is, educational) fiction."

According to one of the legends mentioned by Prokopos and elaborated in a fragment of a threnos by Pindar, Hymenaios was the son of Terpsichore, the muse of music, and he disappeared or died on his wedding day. Other sources report that he was believed to have been resurrected by Asklepios. Both of these details arguably contributed to an allegorization to which Giulia Sissa calls attention, the allegorization of the boy Hymen as a figure for the bride's deflowering through orgasm: s/he dies into life. In his well-known commentary on the Aeneid, Servius relates further details about this Hymen's death without suggesting that the commentator believes all that he hears or reads: "Some say that he was a young man who was crushed under the walls of his house on his wedding day. Hence, his name is mentioned at weddings by way of expiation.""

Another tradition noted by Photius depicts Hymenaios of Athens as a very handsome youth who disguised himself as a girl among others in order to be near his beloved. This story, elaborated in a part of the sixteenth-century Mythographi vaticani which transmits Servius's commentary on another passage from the Aeneid (4.99), Hymenaios was (in Giulia Sissa's paraphrase) "condemned to love in silence the daughter of a very aristocratic family." With "no hope of marriage, since he was of humble origin, he finally managed to reveal his virility and courage and to achieve his desire." When "pirates carried off the troop of noble Athenian virgins, Hymenaios was among them and so, tanquam puella raptus est, he was abducted as if he were a girl. As soon as the thieves had fallen asleep after carrying their booty off into the wilderness, the young man leaped up and killed them. Before returning their treasure to the prominent families of the town," he insisted that he would "trade the girls [only] for the hand of his beloved." The exchange was accepted and Hymenaios had his wish: "he received in marriage the virgin he desired. And since this union was a blessed one, the Athenians preferred to have the name of Hymenaios present in all of their weddings.""

* * *

Although it is difficult to know exactly what Elizabethan and Jacobean writers inherited or inferred from ancient and near-contemporary foreign sources on the subject of Hymen the god, "hymen" as (part of?) the songs or cries accompanying a marriage procession, and "hymen" denoting a "thin membrane" belonging to bats or more specifically, to human females, some early modern writers evidently found in the hymen an intriguing sign for a knot of concerns pertaining to men's behavior as they approach the "estate" of marriage and the body of the bride. How—and when, and for how long—should men restrain their desires, for sexual pleasure, for power, and for epistemological certainty, among others? Early modern addresses to this set of questions inevitably engage with fantasies about women's as well as men's anticipation of the marriage night. The discourses of hymenai...
struction, aimed at both male and female readers, are studded with contradictions in ways that make such discourses resemble the paradoxical “virgin knot” that Shakespeare’s heroine Marina (in Pericles) insists that she will keep “untied” — with the goddess Diana’s aid — even if “fires be hot, knives sharp, or waters deep.” One might have thought that a Shakespearean virgin would want to keep her virgin knot “tied” rather than “untied,” but the logic of the imagery signifies virgin “containment,” and hence virginity’s “not-containment” as well. It is full of surprising twists and turns across cultures and even within the corpus of a single writer. Though Shakespeare’s Marina imagines her invariable purity as a knot, Othello, that tormented bridegroom, imagines his new wife’s adulterous intercourse with another man as a disgusting “knotting” of “foul toads” in a cistern that was once a pure fountain. Knots and their widely varying meanings often dramatize historically inflected differences between masculine and feminine perspectives on virginity and on sexuality more generally, insofar as these gendered perspectives can be inferred from surviving textual evidence.

Many though not all of the texts in my hypothesized archive of hymeneal instruction are by writers historically identified as men — and so are many of the modern commentaries on such texts. This makes for subtle but significant problems in constituting and navigating our evidentiary field, problems I want to acknowledge and briefly illustrate through a textual example already mentioned. Jonson’s masque Hymenaeus, or The Solemnities of Masque and Barriers at a Marriage. In the published text of this masque, Jonson mentions in one of his many scholarly notes that the Roman “Herculean knot” was part of the costume of the bride throughout the masque, written to celebrate the politically momentous marriage of the thirteen-year-old Frances Howard, daughter of the Earl of Suffolk, with the fifteen-year-old Robert Devereux, third Earl of Essex, on January 5, 1606. Jonson depicts marriage as an institution that controls “shameful” sexuality in order to preserve “secure paternity and maintenance of family blood lines.”

As David Lindley remarks in his enlightening analysis of this masque in its complex historical context, the published text “concludes with a long ‘Epithalamion,’ closely modeled on classical prescription, which is largely intent on persuading the bride, assumed to be modest and frightened, to admit her husband to her bed and body” (21). The Jonsonian narrates the “soft virgin” to “Shrink not, for ‘you will love. Anon what you so fear to prove.” He continues:

This is no killing war
To which you pressed are.
But fair and gentle strife
Which lovers call their life (ll. 455–58, p. 225)

Ironically, however, and much to Jonson’s chagrin, these lines like all of the poem after the opening stanza were cut (i.e., censored) in the 1606 performance, perhaps because everyone present knew that the young couple was not going to bed together that night.

Modern editions often neglect to give such contextualizing information, and it is easy for readers today to make unwarranted assumptions about what the wedding night meant in a past culture. It seems particularly important to consider the possibility that the wedding night held different meanings for readers and writers of different genders and social ranks during an era when it was customary, as David Lindley explains, for upper-class participants in early marriages to be separated for some time after the marriage and for the consummation to be postponed (Lindley, 22). In fact, Frances Howard later exerted her own erotic will by claiming that her (first) marriage was never consummated at all; in 1613, she sued for its “annulment on the grounds of her husband’s impotence” (Lindley, 1). There is, thus, a fascinating gap between Ben Jonson’s eager imagining of the wedding night and what we can infer from the historical record about the doomed marriage between Frances Howard and Robert Devereux.

That gap is partly created by Jonson’s gender-inflected interpretation of the event, an interpretation that includes a conventionally masculinist acknowledgment of the bride’s “erroneous” image of the marriage night as a fearful and killing war — into which she has been pressed into service against her will. But the gap is also partly created by a learned modern critic’s representation of the masque’s “statement” about the wedding night. In an article which David Lindley calls “seminal,” and which was published in 1945, D. J. Gordon shows how meticulously Jonson adopted the pagan, Roman marriage ceremony as an idealization of “union” conceived as honoring the Christian God and his earthly representative, King James, the agent of the blessed “union” of England and Scotland.

Gordon, however, intriguingly slips from scholarly objectivity when he adopts the bridegroom’s perspective in a sentence describing the masque’s closing: “the dancers are reminded that night is falling: the impatiently awaited night of the bridal bed” (119). Jonson himself, however, as we have seen, obliquely acknowledges at least the existence of a different female perspective on the bridal night; he does so not only in the stanza quoted above but also when he describes the bride as a “prize” brought by a god, Hymen, who “lately” “did...rap” [rape] the girl from her “mother’s lap” (463–64, p. 226).

Jonson’s marriage masque illustrates one of the ways in which the discourse of hymeneal instruction works to illuminate the secret trials of the “night of the bridal bed.” Potentially a scene of dread and frequently a scene of debate, that night as Jonson intimates may well look like a war or a rape — despite or
because of the fact that bridegrooms are repeatedly enjoined to be “gentle.” Jonson’s masque also illustrates my argument that discourses of hymenial instruction typically dramatize uncertainty about the meaning of marriage. The lore that early modern writers inherited, partially and from multiple sources, about Hymen and hymens provided rich opportunities for thinking about cultural relativity and about the “hidden fears” of both brides and bridegrooms as they approached the marital threshold.

If we define bridegrooms as a cultural category including not only men represented as about to be married (as in epithalamia) but also men represented as suited by birth (or in some cases, by education or achievement) to enter into the patriarchal husband’s estate, with all the privileges and paradoxes that estate entailed, we see that discourses of hymenial instruction dramatize and in various ways interpret women’s fears about crossing a threshold from one state of repression known as virginity to another known as marriage. In so doing, these texts also grapple with men’s fears about sexual performance and the exercise of authority. “Hymen hath brought the bride to bed,” says the Chorus in Shakespeare’s Pericles (3.9); but what did the husband—and the wife—find in that place? And how were they imagined as properly behaving there? Through the discourses of hymenial instruction, as I’ve suggested, early modern English writers explore the idea that deferring carnal knowledge is a wise course of action for the new husband, whose propensity toward violence as a means toward fulfilling his desires is frequently presumed to exist and to require an educational regime construed as one of checking or limiting masculine “nature”—but doing so without rendering him effeminate or impotent. The “limit case” for this (impossible) pedagogical enterprise may well be Christ as Milton depicts him in book 6 of Paradise Lost: a hero of patient waiting and self-control who, in a moment of victory figured as a sexual triumph over male rivals, exercises supernatural powers over an “instrument” of power borrowed from the wildy potent classical god Jove. Milton’s Christ, however, unlike Jove deploying his meteorological and sexual thunder bolts, holds back: “Yet half his strength he put not forth, but check’d: His Thunder in mid Volley.” 30

Christ, the deity who died unmarried and apparently without sexual experience, whose body is described in a thirteenth-century “Letter on Virginity” (Hali Meidhad) as having a hymen or maidenhead, was figured for centuries as the ideal husband of Catholic virgins. 31 Christ has an ability ordinary Christian men decidedly lack: an ability to deal gracefully with paradoxes of power and powerlessness, of knowing and unknowing, of owning and not owning. Evidently, the majority of husbands didn’t grow into their challenging role naturally, as Henry Smith dryly suggests in his Preparative to Marriage of 1591.

The English Protestant husband, according to Smith, “may not say as husbands are wont to say, that which is thine is mine, and that which [is] mine is mine.” 32

If in the conduct book literature about marriage and the Renaissance medical literature about hymens, there appear to be no texts giving explicit instructions to early modern men about what to do on their wedding night, there are some hints about behavior and attitudes in legal records as well as in those texts that, as I’ve hypothesized, offer hymenial instruction through what we might now call “literary” allegorical means, although such means appeared also in theological, political, and many other kinds of discourses produced by writers seeking to avoid censorship. To consider just briefly two examples of textual evidence on hymens, let me mention a letter to Anne Turner from 1613, in which the aforementioned Lady Frances Howard mentions the “sufferings” she had avoided by not lying with her husband on her wedding night; 33 there is also a fascinating passage in the records of the infamous trial of Merivne Lord Audley earl of Castlehaven in 1631 (records not published until 1699), where Castlehaven’s daughter, the young Lady Audley, is reported as saying that the earl’s servant Skipwith “used oil to enter my body first, for I was then but twelve years of age.” 34 Both of these texts, like others that touch on the question of what happens—or does not happen—on the wedding night, testify to an enduring cultural concern with those identity-threatening moments when men cross the liminal threshold of a girl/woman’s body. How do cultural authorities distinguish between illicit and licit crossings? The authors and compilers of texts offering hymenial instruction circle around that question without answering it as they inquire into the ways in which historical and fictional men refrained—or failed to refrain—from violence in their affective and sexual dealings with women and especially with wives, new or not so new.

Why do so many early modern texts advise men of all social ranks, but especially men who already occupy or who aspire to the condition of a gentleman (or better), to exercise self-discipline in approaching their brides? One answer is that this particular ideological line, sketched in advice literature and extended, often in grotesque and dreamlike ways in literary works, serves both to explore and to (re)mystify the social and psychological problems of setting limits on the patriarchal husband’s behavior as he grapples with the paradoxes of acting as a “king” (but not a tyrant) in his own household and also, somehow, as a co-ruler with a wife constructed problematically as a “near-equal” who must be at once honored and governed. Smith, in the marriage sermon cited above, dramatizes the problem when he first describes the husband and wife as “partners, like two oars in a boat,” but then shifts metaphors to describe the wife as an “under-officer” in the husband’s “Commonwealth,” a “deputy.” 35

The husband is and is not a “separate” agent in a marital relation: his right-
ful authority depends, paradoxically, on his not exercising his power except in extreme or "limit" cases. In William Whateley's Bride Bush (1617), in a chapter titled "The Parts and Ends of a Man's Authority," we read that husbands should not beat their wives except "after patient forbearance, after much waiting for amendment without blows, and so applied that a man seeks not to ease his own stomach"; "blows," in other words, are allowed "with these limitations," and thus "may well stand with the dearest kindesses of matrimony." 67

The fascination with limits I have proposed as a key feature of the literature of hymeneal instruction appears also, of course, in the considerably better-known English print archive on wife beating. As most of my readers will know, many Protestant writers advised husbands who would be good Christians and "gentlemen" to refrain from the (clearly common) practice of wife beating. And yet, as Frances Dolan has observed, "Wife beating had an ambiguous status... because of the wife's double position as a joint governor [of the household], and thus the correcor of children and servants, and as a subordinate (and thus subject to her husband's correction)." 68 In one famous Shakespearean play, the new husband who is shown refraining from wife beating, but not from abusing her verbally while beating other subordinates, is also shown refraining, indefinitely, from consummating a marriage that occurs (is indeed forced on the bride) in act 3. Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew, like Love's Labour's Lost and Twelfth Night, creates an important theatrical space/time of deferred marital consummation and uses that space/time to explore issues of sexual and gender politics. Shakespeare's Shrew play, which is usually approached as a text about the education or taming of a wife, Katherine, is equally interesting, I think, when approached as a play about the educational ambitions, and perhaps the failures, of husbands. Though Petruchio seems at the end to have succeeded in bending his wife's will to his—a victory underlined in his hearty imperative, "Come Kate, we'll to bed" (5.2.139)—many in his audience, including, as Shakespeare indicates, Katherine's increasingly inordinate sister Bianca, might have judged the play's ending a draw in the battle between wisely and husbandly wins and an invitation to further reflections on the husband's need for sexual and social education. 69

The texts of hymeneal instruction that I've adduced here contain an interpretively challenging "cross-hatching," as Deborah Harkness has called it, of gender-marked fears. 70 The challenges arise in part because among the most prolific contributors to this archive are writers like Spenser and Shakespeare, who are widely credited with some ability to cross-dress or sympathetically to ventriloquize women's sexual and social anxieties. Generalizations about "gendered perspectives"—especially on a topic such as textual representations of husbands' ways of dealing with the (imagined) fears of brides—are of course hard to make persusasively for many reasons; one has to do with the ways in which questions of social status impinge on any effort to identify a specifically masculine point of view; another reason has to do with writery self-censorship on any topic as fraught as a virgin's fears of deforation and marriage was in an early modern England that was ruled for nearly a half century by a conspicuously virgin queen, and was then ruled for over twenty years by James, the son of Elizabeth's rival, Mary Queen of Scots. Throughout the Elizabethan and Jacobean eras, and beyond, the image of a virgin queen whose mother had been executed for alleged adulteries remained politically and theologically charged. 71 The virgin queen, who was herself criticized (by writers such as Sidney) for her tendency to delay in fiscal and military matters, is an "absent presence" (in Sidney's words for his Petrarchan lady Stella) in many texts representing and apparently recommending a deferral of consummation. 72 In such texts, some characters (and not only those "female" ones played by boys in Shakespeare's transvestite theater) 73 are shown fearing penetration and/or the bloody loss of a maidenhead while male characters fear a delay that might signal not only an admirable gentlemanly restraint but also a shameful impotence. Both sets of gendered fears may blend into each other in the domain of printed signs which trace the stories of cross-dressed characters.

One particularly rich example of such a blending occurs at the end of book 3 of Spenser's The Faerie Queene, a famous and much discussed episode where Spenser's virgin heroine Britomart rescues another virgin, Amoret, who is separated from her lover (and, we think, prospective husband) Scudamour. She is imprisoned by a wicked Petrarchan magician, Busirane. The bridegroom is figured as both too weak and too impatiently violent to save his bride, 74 so Britomart—the martial maid who is herself a prospective bride—plays his part during a three-day trial of her patience, courage, and interpretive powers that culminates in her freeing Amoret from an amazing scene of torture. The bride's fears of deforation are graphically dramatized by her "wounded" breast, "de-royled quick" of its "dew honour" because it is no longer intact (3.12.20); indeed Amoret's "wide wound" on her "naked" breast seems a sign displaced upward from the vagina. That wound symbolizing deforation also seems to signify a nightmare version of a childbirth (and prolapse) scene where a part of the woman's body is cruelly extracted and put next to her: in this case, Amoret's "trembling heart" is drawn from the "wide orifice" of her breast and "layd" in a "siluer basin." I don't have space to do justice to Spenser's House of Busirane episode as an instance of "hymeneal instruction" aimed both at "fashioning a gentleman" and (obliquely) at educating women and especially the queen about the joys of marriage; but I do want to call attention to the stanza in which Spenser counters a woman's "negative" vision of the man's penis (as a
wounding sword) with a figuration of what a blissful wedding night might feel like—especially, perhaps, if the “bridegroom” were female rather than male:

The cruel steele, which thrild her dying hart
Fell softly forth, as of his owne accord,
And the wyde wound, which lately did disport
Her bleeding brest, and rien bowels gor’d
Was closed vp, as it had not bene bor’d,
And every part to safety full sound,
As she were never hurt, was soone restor’d:
Tho when she felt her selfe to be vnbound,
And perfect holle, prostrate she fell unto the ground. (3.12.38)

Jonathan Goldberg has discussed this passage, with its epistemologically challenging pun on “perfect hole,” as suggesting initially that Britomart symbolically restores Amoret’s lost virginity and thus alleviate her fears of marriage: “the closing of the wound.” Goldberg writes, “means that there is no reason to fear: integrity, chastity, can be maintained even in a union with another.”

Goldberg’s initial interpretation, which suggests a happy and ideologically conservative (hetero-normative) end to book 3, is immediately challenged by Goldberg himself and by the narrative of book 4, where Spenser recasts Busicrane as a character who interrupts rather than prevents Amoret’s and Scudamour’s marriage; Busicrane abducts the bride between the moment when she gives her vows and the climactic (and narratively hidden) moment when she ostensibly gives her virginity to a husband who, already at the beginning of book 3, looked, in his propensity for violent lust, quite like Busicrane. Read together, books 3 and 4 blur the distinction between “good” bridegroom and “bad” lover who threatens the legitimacy of the marital relation. If we think about Busicrane as Amoret’s abductor who steals her body after her marriage vows but before her wedding night, then, as Goldberg remarks, “the full ambiguity of Amoret’s later being rendered ‘perfect hole’... comes into play... [A]lthough the wound remains as a token of integrity, of individual chastity, it is also revised and would seem to signify as well the inevitability of subjection and impairment” (Goldberg, Endlessse Work, 78-79).

Spenser’s multiple and dissontant perspectives on the endlessly deferred but repeatedly symbolized consummation of Amoret’s and Scudamour’s marriage—and of the greater and equally deferred union between Britomart and Artegall too—provides a rich extended example of a male writer attempting both to figure and ideologically to manage a field of considerable cultural disagreement. The field contains numerous oblique and arguably authorially cen-
sored meditations—admirable and angry—on the presence and also the cultural memory of the virgin described by Ben Jonson in his Conversations with Drummond (written after Elizabeth’s death) as having “had a membrane on her, which made her incapable of man, though for her delight she tried many.” “That statement cuts at the queen’s memory—and at the very idea of her agency—as Busicrane’s “cruell steele” cut the breast of Amoret, one of Spenser’s many ambiguous images of his queen. Spenser, like Shakespeare, Jonson, and many of Elizabeth’s men of letters, returned again and again to the problem of the royal virgin and the related problem of a stymied succession.” An exemplary formulation of that latter problem occurs in John Harrington’s tract on the succession, a text written, as the author portentously says, in the forty-third year of Elizabeth’s reign: “In mind she hath ever had an aversion and (as many think) in body some indisposition to the act of marriage.”

What is the relation between a mental aversion and a bodily indisposition to marriage or to the heterosexual congress supposedly licensed in and by the married state? That is clearly a question no student of Queen Elizabeth’s life and writings can answer, though Carole Levin, Mary Beth Rose, and many others have done a great deal to illuminate it. It is a question that arguably lies on the horizon of many early modern texts that dramatize what are ostensibly female fears of deflower and that seem to offer prospective gentlemen husbands, like Spenser’s Scudamour, advice on how to handle such fears. The advice in many cases includes a powerful fantasy of a “via media” between force and persuasion in which persuasion “works” so that a return to force is rendered unnecessary—or seemingly so, which means that the return to force is deferred or repressed.

This via media is brilliantly encapsulated in the enigmatic message Britomart reads above the “lockt door” of the “inner chamber” where Amoret is imprisoned. The message is “Be bold, be bold, be not too bold” (3.11.54). Interpreting it—awaiting to enter but eventually doing so and thus rescuing Britomart for her lover/husband, Britomart seems to act both as a restrained (chaste) substitute bridegroom—more gentle and intelligent than Scudamour is portrayed as being—and as a kind of mediator between uncertain marital partners—and between contradictory views of the marriage relation itself. Those contradictions are encapsulated in the two different endings of Spenser’s book 3; in the ending published in 1590, Amoret and Scudamour are united in an apparently blissful sexual union (a “melting”) that nonetheless has ominous undertones: the pair are described as “senseless stocks” and as “despoil[ing] each other of “loues bitter fruit” (FQ 3, 1590, 44, 45). There is, moreover, a striking allusion to Ovid’s disturbing story of Salmacis and Hermaphroditus (Met. 4, 373-79)—a story of asymmetrical power and of a loss of identity for both the man, drawn into
a heterosexual union against his will, and for the woman, whose name disappears from the multilingual traditions describing certain male-female figures and unions as “hermaphroditic.” Why Spenser canceled the original ending of his Legend of Chastity is the subject of much critical speculation; one reason arguably lies in his view of marriage itself as a dangerous institution—dangerous to husbands and even more so to wives of historical and fictional men with homicidal tendencies—Henry VIII, for instance, or Bluebeard. That folk tale villain lurks in the enigmatic message Britomart finds on the door to Busirate’s inner chamber. The apparently contradictory messages about being bold but not too bold echo, as Dorothy Stephens and others have observed, Bluebeard’s warning to his new bride to curb her desires to look in a closet, a secret space containing the corpses of his past wives: “Be bold, be bold, be not too bold, lest thy heart’s blood should run cold.”

A message to restrain the desire to penetrate secret spaces—by seeing, knowing, or doing—is at the heart of Spenser’s discourse of hymeneal instruction as it ambiguously addresses both male and female readers—and also readers imagined as partaking in qualities of both genders, as both the historical Queen Elizabeth and the fictional Britomart are described as doing. The pedagogical scenario Spenser’s text limns interpolates many possible subjects and subject positions; if men with the potential to murder are figured in the bridegroom who receives (and gives) hymeneal instruction, so are women who may have the ability to rule, to write, and to read. Such female subjects wield considerable power according to early modern advocates of an apparently new, improved version of the marriage story—a civilized story such as Erasmus offers in his familiar coloquy “Courtship.” That text, first published in 1523 and often used to teach schoolboys Latin in Renaissance English grammar schools, brings me back to Norbert Elias and some of the large questions about the history of ideologies of masculinity—and of femininity—that Elias’s work raises without satisfactorily answering. (But what would satisfaction entail, in this case? I certainly don’t imagine that I’m offering it to you!) Elias discusses Erasmus’s “Courtship” coloquy in a chapter on changing relations between the sexes in the first volume of The Civilizing Process—a chapter sandwiched between “On Behavior in the Bedroom” and “On Changes in Aggressiveness.” The coloquy tells the story of a suitor named Pamphilus who accosts his beloved, named Maria, of “slaving him—and men in general—by not sufficiently returning his interest and agreeing to marry him.” After telling her that it is permissible and right to conceive children, he asks her “to imagine how fine it will be when he as king and she as queen rule over their children and servants.” Finally, Maria gives way and agrees to become his wife. But, as Elias writes, “she preserves the honor of her maidenhood. She keeps it for him, she says. She even refuses him a kiss. But when he does not desist from asking for one, she laughingly tells him that as she has, in his own words, drawn his soul half out of his body, so that he is almost dead; she is afraid that with a kiss she might draw his soul completely out of his body and kill him” (Elias, 140; Thompson trans., 80).

Elias cites this exchange to illustrate his argument that Erasmus’s writing on manners and behavior represents a “very considerable shift in the direction of the kind of restraint of instinctual urges which the nineteenth century was to justify in the form of morality” (140). What Elias only implies—but it’s a point that Barbara Correll makes brilliantly in an essay entitled “Malleable Material, Models of Power: Woman in Erasmus’s ‘Marriage Group’ and Civility in Boys”—is that Erasmus’s dialogue dramatizes and attempts ideologically to resolve a crisis in heterosexual power relations, a crisis that raises the spectre of male impotence as well as of a Lysistrata-like exercise of a woman’s power to withhold sex and thus to defer the marriage contract that will ensure—at least in theory—the wife’s subordination to the husband and her “entrance into the symbolic contract (motherhood)” (Correll, 247). In Erasmus’s dialogue, the suitor’s desire ultimately prevails because Maria (as Correll says) follows the circular pattern of the ideal woman: “she is smart enough to pose danger, [yet] smart enough to contain it” (for the virgin, timing is everything); after many sexual double entendres in which she shows that she has “the upper hand,” she tells her prospective husband that “you have tractable material. See that you form and fashion me.” The question that the dialogue poses for me—and perhaps also posed for Latin-learning boys of the Renaissance as well as for some privileged girls like the group represented by Shakespeare’s initially tractable, but later disobedient (Latin-reading) character Bianca in The Taming of the Shrew—is what happens if (or when) the female virgin’s timing doesn’t match the husband’s? What happens if she continues indefinitely to refuse to cede to the man’s desires to marry, mold, and deflower her, even (or especially) when those desires are expressed in a gentlemanly way?

The question leads to an aporia, a conceptual limit or barrier that texts in the educational archive I’ve been sketching here offer up for inspection but do not cross. The answer, logically, would lead to the prospect of the bridegroom as rapist. The discourses of hymeneal instruction might therefore be conceptually located in an area of theoretical and historical inquiry somewhere between the arguments of Norbert Elias, on changes in ideologies of masculinity—and femininity—during the early modern era, and those of Laura Gowing and other historians and literary scholars concerned with the early modern history of rape. I mentioned at the beginning of this essay my sense that Gowing doesn’t quite do justice to Elias when she cites him as a prime example of her view that “the history of disciplinary regulation has taken little account of gender.”
Though this generalization has considerable critical force, it oversimplifies Elias’s narrative and the discourses of hymenial instruction. A body of texts that shows male behavior being modified—at least in theory—in response to female fears and to a historically inflected awareness of female will as a social force to be reckoned with in public as well as (ostensibly) private spaces such as the bedroom voyeuristically imagined in every epithalamion. Gowing uses Elias polemically to construct her own argument that “Women’s bodies were subject to quite different disciplinary campaigns” than men’s—campaigns that imply a different periodization than the one Elias, Weber, and even Marx adumbrate. Gowing, indeed, like Joan Kelly Gadol, is basically arguing that women did not have a Renaissance, even the kind of alteration in disciplinary regimes hypothesized by Elias for the male subject. For Gowing, “the project of enclosing and controlling the female body was central to gender ideologies from at least the middle ages” onward, with both medieval and early modern theories “dwelling insistently on the natural grotesqueness of the female body” (7). And yet, there is a point where Gowing and Elias agree that some kind of significant change was occurring in the early modern era, in a gray area between courtship and rape where the historian of legal records finds “questions of will, consent, and agency” coming to the fore in a new way (Gowing, 90). This is so, Gowing suggests, because the law on rape in England was undergoing an uneven and complex transition (one that is by no means complete today in various parts of the world!) from defining the crime of rape primarily as one against property, allied with abduction and elopement—consent irrelevant, to defining it as sexual crime which had to involve penetration and for which questions about the victim’s sexuality, morality, and resistance—or lack of it—were crucial to any proof that the crime had actually occurred. Gowing, like Garthine Walker and Miranda Chaytor (the latter in an article wonderfully entitled “Husbandry: Narratives of Rape in the 17th Century”), reminds us that crimes of rape were often retroactively erased from the record when the man agreed or was forced to marry the woman he had violated (x).

I want to suggest, in conclusion, that Gowing’s and Elias’s research provides a frame for reconsidering the cultural site refracted in and perhaps partly created by the literature of hymenial instruction. An archive in which female virgins often usurp the male husband or tutor’s authority (at least temporarily, as Bianca does in The Taming of the Shrew and Maria does in Erasmus’s courtship colloqui), the outcome of the lesson, for both male and female subjects, is still undecided. Perhaps that is because the antinomies of the marital relation impede a solution, as does the logic of the hymen itself—a strange body part absent altogether from an important modern volume called The Body in Parts and from Lawrence Stone’s The Family, Sex, and Marriage in England.” The absent presence of the hymen provides, in any case, a useful entree to thinking about modalities of repression, psychic and social, in the early modern era and in our own time as well.
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